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Features and BeneFIts PrImary aPPlIcatIons

Best in class efficacy and superior color quality Spotlights

Multiple LES sizes and flux output that fit different applications  
and requirements Track Lights

Superior thermal resistance enabling the use of smaller heatsinks  
and prolonged product life span Downlights

Supported by a comprehensive optical, mechanical, and electrical ecosystem Low Bay

luXeon coB core Pro
Perfect for high-end retail and hospitality

Retail and hospitality lighting needs are crystal clear: very high 

efficacy and excellent quality of light that makes colors pop and 

encourages customers to engage with displays and products. 

LUXEON CoB Core Pro delivers the light and efficacy along with long-

life and color stability for high value installations. 
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LUXEON CoB Core Pro product performance at specified test current, Tj=85ºC.
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9 3000K 90 729 810 117 200 F L2C5-30901202X09B0

9 3000K 90 1210 1344 130 300 E L2C5-30901203X09B0

13 3000K 90 2462 2735 130 600 E L2C5-30901205X13B0

15 3000K 90 3676 4084 130 900 E L2C5-30901208X15B0

15 3000K 90 3780 4200 134 900 E L2C5-30901208X15B1

15 3000K 90 3879 4310 141 900 E L2C5-30901210X15B0

19 3000K 90 4959 5510 132 1200 E L2C5-30901211X19B0
Notes :
1. Lumileds maintains a tolerance of ±2 on CRI and ±6.5% on luminous flux measurements.
2. Typical CRI is approximately 2 points higher than the minimum CRI specified, but this is not guaranteed.
3. R9 value of 90CRI products is >50.
4. Light Emitting Surface (LES) is the inner diameter (phosphor area) inside the dam.
5. Energy efficiency class as specified in Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/2015. The available range of energy efficiency classes is A-G.

Notes:
1. Drawings are not to scale.
2. All dimensions are in millimeters.

Mechanical Dimensions.
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